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Ghosts from Lizard's past - and the man who wants to be her future. The empty places in Elsie's
soul - and the temptations of raspberry-laced courage. Walk once more with Jennie's students as
they come to the end of their WitchLight journeys.
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I really am at a loss for words. All of the books by Debora have been fantastic. These books put
magic into tour life but even more they put everyday life into your life and make both a fantastic
adventure. I have read everything from science fiction to classical lit., to harlequin romances to
mysteries where I did not have a clue. Here is the third installment of people who are more real than
most people I imteract with on a day to day basis. A good author makes you willing to suspect belief
and buy into the story line, a very good author makes you identify with one of the characters, a great
author like Ms Geary makes you doubt which world is real as the book is over.I am aware of morals
taught, ideas supported, lifestyles encouraged, and yet I was never ever preached at. Amazing
ability as a writer and as a master storyteller. This author has grown in her craft with each story. I
am proud to recommend her books with out reservation. They entertain, teach, amuse, and most
important they leave you feeling great in a world where people are increasingly trying to bring
people down.Do yourself a favor and read this book!

In the last of the WitchLight Trilogy books released today, "Witches in Flight" Ms. Geary has written

another wonderful book. She has a great mind for developing well rounded characters, and not just
one or two. There's a whole set that travel from book to book with each focusing on a particular set
of characters or a theme - and all the others used in supporting roles. So each book feels like you're
entering a community and following everyone's life and development. I really like the "Modern
Witches" Trilogy by Debora GearyÂ A Modern Witch (A Modern Witch Series: Book 1)Â and her
related "Witch Light" SeriesÂ Witches on Parole (WitchLight Trilogy: Book 1)Â -In "Witches In Flight"
We read the conclusion of Elsie and Lizard's journey, with their mentors, to be fully capable modern
witches and women. I'm not going to give any spoilers since it was just released but Ms. Geary,
although pushed by her avid fans, has written a book with a full plot, great characters and is a 'page
turner'. We learn more about Jennie, Jamie, Aervyn, Caro and many other popular community
members as they help Lizard and Elsie finish their time in the Witchlight Mentorship Program.The
other great thing about Ms. Geary's books is that they are about magic, which is very popular, but
she has a new twist on the magic tale (pun intended). The books are set now and involve witches
(male and female) with modern talents. There is even a new power (spoiler alert!) called 'net-power'
and those who have it have powers of connection (like the internet) and their power source is an
internet connection of some sort. Each witch has their own assortment of powers and skills; some
have lots, some have little and they all differ so each individual is unique and valuable to the story.
There are some of the usual witch 'powers' (Air Fire, Earth, Healing...), they're set in current time, in
several main places and involves families, careers, growing up, learning your power in the world and how to control it, and life as a witch in modern times. Most witches today don't have cauldrons
or glass balls. They play internet games called Enchanters Realm and eat lots of food. I wish I had
Jamie's killer spaghetti sauce recipe. Although there are some sad moments, as there are in any
life, her books are up-beat and positive without being sappy. These are not 'chic books'.Especially
nice is that they are page-turners and great plots there is no blood and gore or overt violence. Ms.
Geary doesn't depend on vampires, werewolves or scare tactics to keep her readers engaged in an
on-going tale. So these are good books for everyone with the reading level (high-school) or above.
And they are good books to read to younger audiences that might not have that reading ability yet,
but can enjoy a good story. It's like Mark Twain: My 9 yr old can't read that big a book or one that
complex yet - but he loves the story and I can read it to him. "Witches in Flight" and the associated
books are bound to become classics in that area.Â To Love A Witch (A Novel Nibbles title)Â is a
short novella from Ms. Geary that is also worth reading.

Debora Geary offers another step into her Witch Central world with a return and ending to Elsie and

Lizard's journey with WitchLight. Many of your favorite characters from The Modern Witch series
continue to play roles in their lives as they figure out their next steps. Once again, Geary's charming
world charms the reader. Many may be sad that this is the end to the series, but we know that in
Witch Central, there never are true endings - only true beginnings.

I just purchased three hours ago and I cannot put this down! Work be damned...I can sleep later!
Totally engrossing, if you have not yet read any of her books, what are you waiting for??? LOVE
IT!!!! I don't normally finish books in one sitting but I had to finish this one...or is it really finished?The
plot centers on the two intrepid souls who are closer to the light of complete understanding of
themselves and their paths. You agonize with Lizard and celebrate with Elsie, all the while wanting
to shake them both. I will spare any particular details other than to say be prepared to have this
book take you away from all around you. If you start it be prepared to finish.Fantastic as always!!!!
Thank you Deborah!...July is too far away!

This book is the last in the Witches on Parole trilogy. If you haven't read the previous books - do. If
this is your first foray into Debora Geary territory then give yourself the gift of tracking down the first
book in the Modern Witch series and start there and work your way back to this book. You won't
regret it.This book wraps our journey with Elsie and Lizard and what a fantastic journey it's been.
I've greatly enjoyed the transformation of two strong women from uptight, over-organised,
time-managed professional and street tough with bulk attitude to a woman who can go with the flow,
daring herself and others to be all they can and a woman who believes she has self-worth and is
setting out to achieve with that.In reading these books I laughed and teared up and now want to go
back and read them all again. Debora has created a beautiful world filled with love and magic and
family and I want to move there. I can't wait for the next book "Nomadic Witch" and to see what else
Debora has in store for us.
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